One of the biggest ingredients to the Chronicle's new look is a brand new typeface drawn by designer Christian Schwartz to the exacting specs of design consultant Roger Black. While this typeface gives the paper a distinctive new look in headlines, its most important advantages are technical.

Newspapers are printed on absorbent paper using high-speed presses. The inking level is optimized to ensure the best image quality, and the type is dragged along for the ride. In the Chronicle's case, the ink is very heavy, adding a significant amount of weight.

Corona, a classic newspaper face from the 1940s, is fine for many papers but plugs up on this newspaper's presses. Houston, drawn to the Chronicle's specs, takes these presses into account. The shapes were drawn to be heavily inked, and were fine-tuned through press tests under real-life conditions.

Houston is a contemporary update of 20th century British and American typefaces which had been inspired by an Italian typeface from around 1470.

Typefaces with these roots haven't been popular for headlines since the 1920s, and have never (to our knowledge) been adapted for news text before.

Houston includes two flavors of italic: A more newsy and B more fun. C is Benton Gothic, by Font Bureau, which is based on a handful of American "workhorse" sans serifs. D is Antique Condensed, another Font Bureau font, which adds its flavor to section fronts.